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Preface
“Right to Choice (RTC)” deals with individual’s right to choose her/his life partner on the basis of
various traits and compatibility. But, RTC is usually denied on the basis of various socio-cultural
biases of parents and society, discriminatory legal provisions and discouraging role of the
concerned government officials. Conventionally, in our society, the families get their children
married after finalizing a suitable match on the basis of their experience and knowledge about
family and society. But, the hell breaks loose when they are denied their role by their own
daughter/son. Such a denial is hardly accepted by the family and it often leads to threat to life
and liberty of the individuals who are determined to have a union with her/his partner. Interfaith/caste marriages are a big shock for such faith/caste driven society. The families that have
fortified their existence with the faith or caste based identities find it difficult to deal with a
breach from an insider. They find it extremely difficult to handle the situation. We all know that
the marriages that are largely known as “love marriages” are not a new trend. Historically, the
cases related to such marriages were either settled by the muscle power, resulting in loss of life
at one or both the sides or by depriving the female of her identities like name, faith, culture etc.
by the family of the socio-economically dominant male family. In some cases, such couples
were out casted to struggle and evolve as a new caste and identity. Unfortunately, not much
has changed and still such an alliance faces a strong challenge from the society.
The fear of antagonizing their adults in family is such that majority of couples who wish to
practice their RTC go for a secret religious marriage or just decide to stay together with mere
exchange of affidavits in the fear of potential hostilities. The secrecy about the faith/caste
based identities and practices are maintained by the couples throughout their life from the
inquisitive neighbours. Or else, the female prefers to choose the name, faith, identity and
culture of her husband’s to get acceptance from at least one of the families. One can easily
blame the prevalence of stereotypical attitude within the society for denial of RTC and fear free
life to individuals. We can also state that our society is not open for change but, we must also
accept that unfortunately, there are very few alternative examples for the aspiring couples and
society at large.
At the same time, the society which has developed a mechanism to handle such unwanted
cases of inter-faith/caste over several years are now facing a new challenge from youth who are
exercising their constitutional rights related to life, liberty and faith. The parents that are
dealing their sons and daughters with conventional methods of coercion are facing criminal
charges against them due to emergence of modern state as authority. Honour Killings are well
known examples of the same. The females are challenging the existing patriarchal practices
with their modern and progressive exposure. Now of the marrying individuals are not willing to
give up their faiths and identities for sake of their alliance. Such inter-faith/caste marriages or
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alliance are the biggest challenge to the fanatic forces that are working for the growth of faith
and caste based polarization in our society because such unions transcend the man made
boundaries. It helps in promotion of mixed culture and syncretic practices challenging the
homogenization or ghetoization of our society.
Therefore, in consideration to the emergence of few changing trends in our conformist society,
Dhanak of Humanity- a Delhi based organization of couples in mixed marriages has decided to
showcase such examples of couples in mixed marriage. These couples have chosen to challenge
the various pressures against their union and are continuing their challenge to the society by
their successful existence at various places in India. They have decided to choose an
unconventional path by building a network of all such couples who believes in the democratic
values and equality in a marriage. Couples and individuals associated with DHANAK wish to
create an alternative for marriage based on gender equality and equal peaceful co-existence of
faiths and ideologies.
During its work for past 9 years with the couples in mixed marriage, DHANAK has realized the
importance of working on the biases against RTC in society and therefore, it decided to
reinstate its objectives amongst its members and others by their yearly get together. The get
together was also be used to send a political message about an ideology based on democratic &
human values. First such annual confluence was of Interfaith/Caste Couples & Friends viz.
SAHAS (Strengthening Alliances for Humanity and Secularism) 2014 was organized in solidarity
with Gandhi Smriti & Darshan Smiti, Action Aid and Peace on February 14-15, 2014 in Delhi. The
two-day event was planned with the following objectives in mind:
1. To celebrate the idea of mixed marriages and the experiences of couples in such
marriages.
2. To bring together a network of individuals and organizations working to support the
people wishing to exercise choice in marriage.
3. To serve as a platform for public policy and legislative advocacy.
4. To put the discussions and debates on or against mixed marriages in the wider political
context of communal animosity, class questions and issues of social control.
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Inaugural

Feb 14, 2014

SAHAS commenced with an inaugural session, which was marked by the Lighting of the Lamp &
Release of Souvenir by Ms. Mani Mala – Director Gandhi Smriti and Darshan Samiti, Mr.
Apporvanand - President –Dhanak, Mr. Surendra Kapoor & Dr. Farhat (A Senior Couple in
Mixed-Marriage) and Swami Agnivesh
Speakers- Mr. Apoorvanand, Swami Agnivesh, Ms. Mani Mala, Mr. Surendra Kapoor & Dr.
Farhat
Mixed marriages should be encouraged in order to do away with caste and faith based
discrimination and differences in the society. However, interfaith / caste alliances are not just
an option to break the shackles of caste and religion, but it is about upholding the Right to
choose one's own partner. No matter how much one denies existence of caste and religious
divides, both still blatantly prevail in the country. So, the debate and cause around interfaith
/caste marriages to dissolve caste system is rather too simplistic. Caste and religious identities
don’t get totally blurred just by mixed marriages, though they certainly are a most viable
option. Also, this Right should be viewed from the gender/feminist lens. It is seen that a
woman’s identity immediately gets attached to her husband’s name. The practice of patriarchy
never ceases in any form of marriage. It remains a challenge for women to retain their
individual identity even in love marriages, that maybe interfaith or inter-caste. Therefore, the
efforts such as SAHAS need to continue to spread the message of peaceful coexistence and
interfaith/caste alliances without compromising on the identity of any partner.

Session One
Issues related to women’s identity in mixed marriage/alliance
Speaker- Ms. Sehba Farooqui, AIDWA & Dr. Bharti Sharma, Vice President,
Dhanak
Interfaith/caste marriages expose the rigidity that exists in society and hence, in families, with
reactions and disapproval towards mixed marriages. Some of the case stories that exhibit
extremity at societal level and rejections at family level were presented with the help of power
point presentation. (Refer to Annexure-I at the end of report)
Several reported cases of mass atrocities on Dalits/minority communities are results of
marriage/relationship wherein the girl is from a dominant caste Hindu family. A survey by the
All India Democratic Women’s Association (AIDWA) on Khap Panchayats revealed that deep
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power equation and political dynamics in the society. (Dis)honour crimes occur against the
inter-caste couples intending to marry because induction of a so called lower caste into the
dominant caste system is perceived a threat to the power hierarchy maintained for centuries.
It is not just the question of marriage only but intricately linked to the politics of ownership of
land and resources. It is felt that if a dominant caste Hindu girl marries a lower caste boy that
will lead to claiming of property rights by the girl, and the dominant caste communities cannot
accept a Dalit boy having or sharing right to property/land. This comes as an embarrassment to
dominant caste groups, as power is attached with land and such resources. Therefore, the
pressure to marry outside the gotra is to suppress women’s voice and maintain the power
structure.
Moreover, the tradition of seeing woman through her husband’s caste or religious identity also
needs to be challenged even within the mixed marriage institution. Religion alone need not be
a point of commonality and shared identity for couples who intend to marry or even choose to
live in with partner of different faith and caste. Either partner’s identity, or conventionally
women’s identity should not be compromised after their marriage or alliance. The communal
forces have projected women as community and family pride, thereby controlling her right to
choose her partner. The concept of Love Jihad seen recently in Muzaffarnagar in Uttar Pradesh,
stems from such identification of women. These are communal tactics of spreading hatred.
It is stated that most Hindu women marry Muslim men but the reverse is infrequent. One needs
to understand the politics behind this. And those who claim (the religious fundamentalists) to
protect and preserve the honour women are the very forces that are engaged in (dis)honour
crimes. Additionally, community/social boycott and humiliation meted out to the couple should
be brought under the laws at par with attempt to suicide, since these hurt to irreparable limits
the self respect and psychological well being of couples. Therefore, it becomes important to
stay alert to the rising fascist forces in the country that target people who respect and go by the
Constitution of India.
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More so, the High Court judgment against sending of notices to parents of the couple also
needs to be disseminated and shared with people. Individuals and organizations need to be
educated on this, including the administration, which is often communal and anti women.
Lastly, interfaith/caste marriages is an ideological battle and which is political in nature. It
cannot be restricted to mere Right to Choice in marriage and has to be fought politically.

Session Two
Recognition of Organisations/individuals working on Right to Choice from different states
Speakers from – Nirantar(Delhi) , AALI (Lucknow), Maharashtra Andh Shradha Nirmulan
Samiti, No-Caste Matrimony (Maharastra), Shaneen (Andhra Pradesh), Manav Mandapa
(Karnataka), Mahila Swarozgar Samiti (Uttar Pradesh), Janmukti Sangarsh Vahini, NFIW
Rajasthan
The speakers shared the information about their respective organizations and concerned work
related to right to choice in marriage. They shared the information about the documents being
used for marriage solemnization/registration, the legal/administrative/organizational methods
being used by their organizations to deal with the challenges related to mixed marriages. Right
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to alliance and separation was also deliberated upon in consideration to gender equality and
dis-honour crimes in a relationship.

Session Three
Recognising religions and caste based organisations working on Right to Choice (RTC)representatives from Arya Samaj, Bahai faith, Catholic denomination and Cheeta-Kathat (a
syncretic community)
Speakers- Rev. Thomas, Mr. Shatrughan and Chand Bhai Cheeta
Interfaith missions/marriages have important place in Christianity particularly under
Catholicism. Love alone should be the foundation of marriage, and love is what can transcend
boundaries and obstacles, not determined by caste, nationality or religion. Christianity gives the
right to both boys and girls to choose their life partners, and it is not mandatory to convert the
non Christian partner into Christian faith. Moreover, the couples are free to follow any rituals or
customs towards their marriages. Whenever there is an opposition to interfaith marriages, it is
because of societal pressures and factor, and not religious. One has the freedom to choose the
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life partner but certainly that brings in a responsibility upon the couple for raising their
offspring in the principles of humanity, stated Rev. Thomas, Catholic Bishops' Conference of
India.
Under the Bahai faith, consent of 6 persons is needed to a marriage, which includes, consent of
the parents of both the girl and the boy and of the couple themselves. There may be challenges
when it comes to seeking consent of parents for couple intending interfaith/caste alliance, but
that is the fundamental prerequisite, and no boy and girl can be married forcefully against their
wish, owing to the requirement of having their approval too. This though can create hurdles,
needs to be seen in a wider social set up, as marriage in Bahi religion is seen not just as a union
of two individuals but of families as well. However, a soul has no gender and no religion, and so
religion cannot be used to stop interfaith/caste marriages, shared Mr. Shatrughan,
representative of Bahai Faith.
Under the Cheeta-Kathat community (a syncretic community) in Rajasthan, both Hinduism and
Islam religions are rendered equal and marriages of both communities and interreligious
couples are solemnised. This non discriminatory approach to both religions often leads to
pressure from the organised religions to observe either Hindu or Islam, and not both,
articulated the representative.

Sharing & Comments

1. The pervading sense was that the Right to Choice should not be restricted to marriages
alone, as it also entails the right of person to pursue an open/live-in or homosexual
union as well.
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2. 21 districts have protection homes for couple in Haryana, and interaction with their
security personnel revealed patriarchal and casteist views.
3. Association for Advocacy and Legal Initiatives (AALI) surveyed 2 women's shelter homes
of 10 women shelter homes, and discovered that a majority of women were languishing
in these shelters (which are no less than jails) through court order because they
exercised their Right to choice. FIRs against the male for abduction in cases of interreligious/caste marriages are a commonly seen phenomenon, which ensues in
immediate arrest. Human rights and inclusive approach is needed in such cases. The
Judiciary also abets this kind of injustice towards the couples primarily because the
judges are a product of the same society.
4. Sending the major woman to a protection shelter home against her will in such cases
should be seen as illegal detention and the woman should be sent to the shelter of her
own choice. Under the garb of the institution of Marriage, caste, religion and patriarchal
mindsets are perpetuated. It is also crucial to understand how the traditional set up
views the homosexuals and those who have chosen options (like live -in) other than
marriage.
5. It is important that all organisations and individuals working on the issue of RTC across
the country work together.
6. Mere support to interfaith/caste marriages will not suffice but rescue of couple who
face social ostracisation and violence is of paramount importance and more so in the
cases where couples hail from economically weaker sections and lack any support
mechanisms. The administration discriminates against these couples and is most hostile.
Therefore, besides intellectual resistance to the government machinery, a dialogue is
needed with the personnel with organisational/movements capacity.
7. Protection of women who have chosen mixed marriages need to be prioritised and
provided by the state. Justification for female feticide such as to prevent such marriages
and steps advanced by women is unacceptable. The state of Rajasthan has no protection
home for women who have opted for inter-religious/caste marriages.
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Gala evening: Musical concert by Loknaad @ SAHAS 2014
With Vinay & Charul: Candles...the flame of hope...defeating darkness and coldness the society is
fraught with

Recognition of Couples in Mixed Marriage/Alliance
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Taking the pledge of Humanity followed by distribution of flowers and release of
balloons in the air as celebration of love and togetherness at SAHAS 2014

“Your task is not to seek for love,
but merely to seek and find all the
barriers within yourself that you
have built against it”-Rumi

Chal bulleya chal uththe chaliye
jiththe saare anhe, na koi saaddi zaat
pehchaane, naa koi saanoo mannBulle Shah

Rishton ke liye zaroori nahin
mazhab ka ho naata, apna hai
humraah hai, wahi jo dil ko hai bha
jata..

"You may say I'm a dreamer, but I'm
not the only one. I hope someday
you'll join us. And the world will live
as one.”
― John Lennon
Hindu na mussalmaan, sikh hein ,
eesai hein ya parsi hein hum...pyar
se, aitbaar se.. aaj hum kahein, kyon
na hum kahein...Insaan hein hum

Aaye hein is duniya mein hum sab
hee baraabar; phir kya tera mazhab,
phir kya meri zubaan?
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Session One

Feb 15, 2014

Recognition of participating organizations (Annexure – II)

Session Two
Preparation of Advocacy Paper by CHAYAN : Presentation on draft advocacy paper by
DHANAK
Speaker- Asif Iqbal, Dhanak

Issues of advocacy by CHAYAN for Right to Choice in Marriage/Alliance
CHAYAN is a Consortium for Promotion of Right to Choice in Marriage/Alliance. It’s an
unregistered body of organizations working on RTC.
Relevance of systemic and legal changes
1. Constitutional right under Article -21 and UN declaration Article – 16
2. Denial and implementation of Special Marriage Act leads to religious conversion,
dishonour crimes and forced marriages
3. Documentation of Marriage
4. Growth of Hindu Rakshak Samiti (HRS) & Pattali Makkal Katchi (TN)
5. Ground for riots Example: Muzaffarnagar & Kandhmal
6. Ground for social boycott and atrocity (Pahwa Kaithal & Krishnagiri Dist. Tamil Nadu)
7. Essential for faith based heterogeneous equal co-existence
8. Counter to caste based hatred/discrimination
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CHAYAN Recommendations
1. Amendment in following sections of Special Marriage Act – 1954
With respect to repealing of 30 days notice period and objection by repealing the
following sections:
Section 7 - Objection, Solemnization, Recording of objection
Section 8 - Procedure on receipt of objection
Section 9 -Powers of Marriage Officers in respect of inquiries
Section 10- Procedure on receipt of objection by Marriage Officer abroad
With respect to marriage registration & succession of property:
Section 16- Procedure of Registration (to be noted that registration and
solemnization are two different things but the procedures are same for both).
Section 21- Succession to Property of Parties Married under Act (Hindus including
Sikh, Jain, etc) can apply if both are Hindu, but couple in interfaith /caste alliance are
barred)
Succession to Property to all - Section 21-A (Special Provision in Certain Cases)
2. Changes in the rules/guidelines for implementation of Special Marriage Act – 1954
Only one witness in line with Hindu Marriage Act – 1955
NCT Delhi- Marriage registration under HMA irrespective of jurisdiction (Notification
No. F.1(11)/2010/DC/MC/2010/877-934
Provision of Using Address Proof from Any State of India
Notice of intended marriage
Attestation of Documents
Opening of Protection Homes for Couples in Need
Counseling, Guidance and Marriage Solemnization/Registration Centre for
interfaith/caste couples
Public Awareness on Right to Choice in Marriage/Alliance
Initiate work on Prevention of Crimes in the name of ‘honour’ and Tradition Bill 2010
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Suggestions to recommendations

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Place of registration and jurisdiction, period of notice and shelter of choice- legal
amendments needed. Panchayats in rural and Nagar nigams urban areas-should be
vested with power to register marriages under SMA, presided by an executive at a
nominal fee from the couple (in Bihar/Himachal all marriages are registered at
panchayat level)
Training programmes for panchayat on legal provisions by State for interfaith/caste
marriages under the Special Marriage Act
Intended couple should get choice shelter and protection be extended till their
marriage
Recognition to organisations working on RTC or women's issues by the judiciary or
legal institutional levels and security to the groups and individuals working on the
same
Police verification should be accepted as the final modus operandi for proof of
residence of the couple (in the absence of documentary proofs proving residence)
Promote and accept self attestation of age proof
Bring secular/civil marriage Act instead of SMA
Have uniform procedure/Rules to SMA in all states
Eliminate provision of notice period before marriage registration
Form a group to look at the Rules under SMA across the states
File Public Interest Litigation on based on the judgment pronounced by the Supreme
Court on Lata Singh vs. UoI case
Regularized legal societies be given power to register marriages or have more
executives holding this mandate
Important to call for a meeting to understand state wise issues and studies with
facts/orders/notification to design strategies and way ahead with more clarity
Bring in the Human rights/ Social justice angle in the Laws/Rules of SMA
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Annexure I
Parents withdraw communication and relationship too: “My parents have not met or have spoken
to me even after several years of my marriage. I don’t think it is possible in my lifetime”…Richa (married
to Halim)

Adopt our culture !! Even our name: “My name was changed by my in-laws without my consent. I
am living with two identities. Even after 10 years of my marriage, I can’t practice the rituals of my faith.
They force their religion on me"….Shabana (married to Manish)

Social Agents : Last on Duty, First to Advise..After all, it’s the question of our community:
“I would have killed my daughter if she decided to marry someone out of her faith”, a policeman
provoked my father during his visit to my house for verification of my proof of residence for
marriage”…..Supriya (married to Tauseef)

What matters is our reputation & pride: Even after 4 years their marriage and a child, her parents
used religious leaders and fear to change her mind, forced her husband to convert, persistently made
efforts and finally succeeded after 8 years, they got divorced (names withheld)
Afterall, she is the one who is “going”: “Why are you filling the marriage solemnization form from this
office? You should fill it from boy’s jurisdiction. After all, you have to go there after your marriage”, an
official from the office of ADM, district West Delhi tried to confuse me...Kirandeep (married to Ghaffar)
She has to fight for her basic right: “I was made to write a request to ADM, District New Delhi for not
sending the notice of intended marriage to my home and concerned police station.”…Kavita (This is

inspite of the Delhi High Court’s order against sending notices. Sending of notices remains a
major deterrent for civil marriages).
Dare you: “My brothers and father kept me under house arrest for nine months. I couldn’t continue my
studies. They thrashed me badly several times”….. Kavita (married to Akhtar)
Honour of the Family: “After our marriage under Special Marriage Act, we could stay together for 1
month only. My wife was sent to Nari Niketan by the magistrate after her parents lodged a First
Information Report (FIR). She then went to her parents’ house and since then refused to come back. She
seems to have succumbed to immense pressure from her family and perhaps the administration too”Miftar
In the name of honour, though both men and women are killed, but, there are more instances of women
getting killed for making a choice in relationship
My Identity…My Husband’s Name?: “I was forced to add my second name after the name of my
wife at the passport office. The police official, who was responsible for approval of our credentials for
passport, took a written statement against abduction or elopement of my wife from a male Muslim
person”….Mudit (married to Farah)
By hook or by crook: “Even after 14 years of our marriage, my parents still continue their efforts to
make my wife adopt Islam…even resorting to irrational means like supernatural tactics”…. Asif (married
to Ranu)
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You have made a wrong choice: “My colleagues are dead against my marriage with a Muslim”….I feel
harassed and cornered when irrespective of the context, all the discussions are linked to my choice of
partner” -Priyanka (married to Mehfuz)
You don’t matter !! Its Us Vs Him: “My younger brother has snapped off his relationship with me
after my marriage. He doesn’t talk to me even after several years of my marriage”.. Purnima (married to
Ashok)
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Annexure II
S.No
1

Organisation

Contact Person

Contact Number

Email

AALI
(Association for
Advocacy and Legal Aid),
Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh
Adim Adivasi Mukti Manch
Nayagarh, Odisha
Adivasi Kranti Sangathan,
Dhenkanal, Odisha

Ms. Shubhangi

9161454706

aali@aalilegal.org

Mr. Prafulla Kumar Mishra

8895548791

sancharr.odisha@gmail.com

Mr. Akhay Kumar Pany

9437426819

akpany320@gmail.com

4

Bahá'í
Delhi

Mr. Shatrughan Jiwnani

9811834544

prlotus@gmail.com

5

Bundelkhand
Mazdoor
Kisan Shakti Sangathan,
Damoh, Madhya Pradesh

Mr. Lakhan Singh

9893380373

lakhan_singh49@yahoo.com

6

Catholic
Bishops'
Conference
of
India,
Dwarka, New Delhi

Reverend Thomas

9810535378

mdthomas53@gmail.com

7

Cheeta-Kathat
Ajmer
&
Rajasthan

Chand Bhai Cheeta
Prof. Jaluddin Kathat

&

9460242059
9414009013

jalaluddinkathat@gmail.com
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Chetna Andolan, Tehri,
Uttrakhand
Delhi Shramik Sangathan,
Hastsal, Delhi

Mr.
Trepan
Singh
Chauhan
Mr. Ramendra and Ms.
Anita Juneja

9411143539

trepansingh@gmail.com

9868815915

kislaydelhi@gmail.com
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Disha
Social
Organisation, Saharanpur,
Uttar Pradesh

Ms. Rashmi Singh

9720349779

post@dishain.org
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Hum Kisan, Jhalawar,
Rajasthan
Jagori, New Delhi
Janmukti
Sangharsh
Vahini (VASAVA)

Mr. Devendra & Ms. Sudhi

9929612931

humkisan@gmail.com

Ms. Sunita Thakur
Mr.
Ashok
&
Gyanendra

9810115287
9455764133

sunitathakur_raghav@yahoo.co.in
ashok.jsv89@gmail.com
gyanendra_janmukti2000@yahoo.com

Kashtkari Jan Andolan,
Nagpur, Maharashtra
Lok Adhikar, Delhi
Loknaad,
Ahmedabad,
Gujarat
Maharashtra
Andhshradha
Nirmulan
Samiti (MANS)

Mr. Vilas Bhongade

9890336873

vilasbhongade21@yahoo.com

Mr. Dharmendra
Ms. Charul & Mr. Vinay

8130934229
9825048837

lokadhikar.org@gmail.com
loknaad@gmail.com

Mr. Avinash R Patil

9422790610

avinashpatilmans@gmail.com

Mahila
Swarozgar
Sangathan
(MSS),
Banaras, Uttar Pradesh
Maitri, New Delhi
Manav
Mandapa,
Bengaluru, Karnataka
Mati Maa Mahila Morcha,
Nayagarh, Odisha
Mitra
Association
for
Social Service (MSS),
Chittor, Andra Pradesh
Nav Bharat Jagriti Kendra
(NBJK),
Hazaribagh,
Jharkhand
Navajeevan,
Nellore,
Andhra Pradesh

Mr. Pawan Thakur

9415211191

mss_vo@rediffmail.com

Ms. Monica
Ms. Indira Krishnappa

9911667995
9739032600

monica@maitri.org.in
indirakrishnappa6@gmail.com

Rashmi & Sarojini

94376 57731

sancharr.rashmiranjan@gmail.com

Ms. Sunanda

9490108871

massorg@rediffmail.com

Mr. Ranjay Gupta

9835136573

ranjay.gupta5@gmail.com

Mr. Sahadeviah

9440430178

navajeevan_org@yahoo.co.in

2
3
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12
13

14
15
16
17

18

19
20
21
22

23

24

Temple,

New

Samaj,
Beawer,

Mr.
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25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35

36
37
38

Navodaya Lok Chetna
Sangathan,
Baghpat,
Uttar Pradesh
NFIW (Jaipur), Rajasthan
Nirantar, New Delhi
No Caste Matrimony,
Wardha, Maharashtra
NOBIN,
Rayagada,
Odisha
Pratirodh,
Chittorgarh,
Rajasthan
Satark Nagrik Sangathan,
New Delhi
Shaheen,
Hyderabad,
Andhra Pradesh
Shoshit
Kamgar
Sangathana,
Latur,
Maharashtra
Shramjivi
Sangathana,
Latur, Maharashtra
Society for Rural Urban &
Tribal Initiative (SRUTI),
New Delhi
VTMS, Tamil Nadu
World Concil of Arya
Samaj, New Delhi
Zindabad Sangathan

Mr. Devendra Dhama

8650804121

navodayalokchetna@gmail.com

Ms. Jalpa Sharma
Ms. Shruti Arora
Mr. Kishore Wankahde

9928389952
8527163378
9881488756

jalpa6288@gmail.com
shrutiarora74@gmail.com
wkishore01@gmail.com

Mr. Pradeep Dash

94374 26819

nobin_ngo@yahoo.co.in

Mr. Khemraj

9460057394

mr.khe@rediffmail.com

Mr. Ashok

9811420295

ashok.sns@gmail.com

Ms. Mary Angustine

4024386994

mangustina@gmail.com

Ms. Saroja Birader

9423350152

graminvk@gmail.com

Mr. Dashrath Jadhav

9823577855

ramrao2001@rediffmail.com

Ms. Shweta

9911528696

shweta.tripathi@sruti.org.in

Mr. Selvaraj
Mr. Jawed

9442085049
01123363221

selvaraj_gudalur@yahoo.com
agnivesh70@gmail.com

Mr. Trolochan Punj

9937866649

punjji@rediffmail.com
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